
As we focus this year on “basics,” perhaps there’s nothing more basic than our origin story in Genesis,
which gives us insight into our identity. It's easy to get so fascinated by HOWGod made the universe
that we miss WHY he made it — a major focus of Genesis. What’s all this here for, and why am I here?
Why am I different from everything else here?

“In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth.” (Gen 1:1)
This is the beginning of the universe ("the heavens and the earth"). It was created by God (“ELOHIM”)
— the maker of all, not just Israel’s personal God. Only God creates (Hebrew word "BARA") in Scripture.
The same God that creates (“BARA”) the universe, can create ("BARA") in me a clean heart (Ps. 51:10).
Indeed, anyone in Christ "is a new creation" (2 Cor 5:17). The introduction (1:1) pairs with the thematic
summary at the end of the account: “Thus the heavens and the earth were finished, and all the host of
them” (2:1). In between we find the start of just about everything we know.
The state of the earth in the next verse is "without form" and "void" and covered in darkness (1:2). It is
complete chaos and everything useful is absent, so in the first three days, God separates night from
day, sky from surface, and water from land to create an orderly structure. Then he fills up the "void"
emptiness in the heavens, the sky, the sea, and the land with the heavenly lights and the creatures of
this world. He commands all the earth to be fruitful and says his creation is "good" — all creation
functioning according to God's purposes. We should receive God's good creation as a gift and a trust.
We are given dominion over it as image-bearers of God. See the goodness in all of God's creation,
and notice how it all blesses us, from the trees that bear fruit (1:12) to the heavenly bodies that give
rhythm to our lives (1:14). Paul warned of those “who forbid marriage and require abstinence from
foods that God created to be received with thanksgiving by those who believe and know the truth.
For everything created by God is good, and nothing is to be rejected if it is received with
thanksgiving” (1 Tim 4:3-4).
The emphasis on order and fruitfulness in creation expresses God's character. He is "not a God of
disorder but peace" (1 Cor. 14:33) and therefore in our service to Him, “all things should be done
decently and in order” (1 Co 14:40). God expects disciples to be fruitful (Jn 15:8). Creation functions
in an orderly, useful way, not because God set the world spinning and took his leave, but because he
made it and maintains it by his Word (Ps. 147:12-19, Acts 14:17, Col. 1:17, Heb 1:3). Beware of
"deism" in your own thinking — doubting God's sustaining reign over His creation today.
"Then God said, 'Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them rule over the
fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all the earth…'" (Gen. 1:26)
Idol “gods” had images, but God does not allow images to represent him (Ex 20:4). We are his
images! It is what we do, just by being human. It is not our mental or physical qualities that makes us
God’s image.Whether someone is unborn or unconscious or disabled — we are His image because
God decided that is what we are. This expresses each human's value. “Whoever sheds man's blood,
By man his blood shall be shed, For in the image of God He made man” (Gen. 9:6). It should affect the
way we see and honor each person. “With [our tongues] we bless our Lord and Father, and with it we
curse people who aremade in the likeness of God” (Ja. 3:9). This also defines our place in the world.
As everything has a function in God’s creation, this is our function and God has equipped us uniquely
to do it with a conscience, awareness, forethought, and other unique attributes.
To properly represent God and accomplish his purposes on earth, we need to be like God.What does
it look like to live as God’s image — his EXACT image? Scripture points to "Christ,who is the image of
God” (2 Cor 4:4) and "the radiance of His glory and the exact representation of His nature” (Heb 1:3).
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